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Getting Started
Mikrocodesimulator MikroSim 2010
and
Code-Generator MikroBAT 2010
On following pages a short overview of the possibilities to create microcoding machine
codes with the Mikrocodesimulator MikroSim 2010 is given, and how applying it when
assembling binary code with the Code-Generator MikroBAT 2010. By means of several
specially selected examples, i.e. in which simply the register A (R1) of the
Mikrocodesimulator is incremented by one, the functionality of the simulator is explained
step by step. At first, in the so called exploration mode the 49-bit microcode is investigated
in its functionality. Already only one single microcode itself can control the execution of
the incrementation of a register. In the next example, the microcode simulation mode is
explained, that uses already programmed microcode examples provided by the simulator
setup routine. The incrementation can be achieved in a sequence of microcode instructions
(Example 1), in a looped sequence of microcode instructions (Example 2) or in a looped
sequence of microcoded machine codes (Example3). Finally, a microcoded machine code
program is presented which calculates the factorial (i.e. n!) of an integer value.

Installation of the Mikrocodesimulator MikroSim 2010
The Mikrocodesimulator MikroSim 2010 is distributed with its own installation program that
ease you the installation on your MS-Windows system. At the beginning of the installation the user
can choose between two installation languages: English and German. The setup language
automatically determines the start up-language of the simulation application. Of course, in the
application itself the user can choose at any time the start-up language of the user interface of the
bilingual software.

Fig. 1: Selection of the preferred start-up language and for the setup.
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After having selected the installation language, the setup program asks for the destination path
where the simulation program should be installed in. After defining the destination directory the
installation carries on with directive interruptions. During the installation, a new program group is
created in the start menu where links to the executable file, the help files, and the documentation are
listed.

Fig. 2:

During the Mikrocodesimulator program installation a new program group and an application link is
created in the start menu in MS-Windows.

The Mikrocodesimulator is registered as a 32-bit application in MS-Windows registry and can be
uninstalled on demand. Therefore, any deinstallation should be initiated by selecting either the
deinstallation option in the system folder or by using the uninstall option in the group menu.
In case you intend to update the simulator, it is recommended first to uninstall the existing
installation and continue with the installation of the update package. Doing so, only install package
related files are deleted and updated. Own created simulator files and especially the software
registration “MikroSim.PLF” is kept unchanged, provided you have created or copied a licence to
this directory.
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Starting the Simulator in the Exploration Mode
The microcode simulator MikroSim 2010 is started by clicking onto the green-grey coloured
CPU icon. The start-up window is in the beginning greenish patterned layout which symbolises a
non constructed CPU-controller application, i.e. an unassembled printed circuit board. The user is
in the so-called ”exploration mode”. In this mode the CPU can be built up step by step component
wise by entering the menu topic “Options/Simulation Levels”. Successively, the registers, the
arithmetic-logical unit, the external RAM, the microcode ROM, and the microcode addresscalculator can be added to the CPU. Before resetting the CPU simulator by pressing the “Reset”
button in the upper left corner of the main window, the registers of all CPU components are marked
with their names that indicates the intended usage of them and implicit the relation to the microcode
(Fig. 3).

Fig. 3:

Stepwise construction of the Mikrocodesimulator in the exploration mode.
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When selecting the last entry of the simulation level menu, the setup is being completed with all
its components as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4:

Completely constructed Mikrocodesimulator in the exploration mode.

In the Mikrocodesimulator all registers and CPU components reveal information, which can be
reviewed on areas where the standard mouse pointer

changes its shape to a help mouse pointer

. When clicking onto such areas, an information window is opened with additional hints or
comments like in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5:

Here, information of the purpose of the Y-Register databus is shown up.
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After the user is familiar with the CPU setup, the functionality of the 49-bit microcode that is
displayed at the top edge of the CPU component in the main window, can be explored in more
detail. For simplicity in this step all other confusing elements of the application can be hidden by
selecting the menu item „Options/Simulation Level/... and RAM“ (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6:

Initialised Mikrocodesimulator in the exploration mode after pressing the “Reset” button. Only the
register set and the external RAM is built up.

In order to investigate the single bits of the four selected bit groups of the 49 bit long microcode,
please initialise the simulator by pressing the reset button first. As shown in Fig. 6, all registers are
initialized now with binary or hexadecimal values instead of their descriptive labels.
Values of all registers can be modified by means of a special editor in which the value can be
entered either in the binary, hexadecimal, unsigned decimal, or signed decimal format. For 32-bit
register values, the representation of floating point numbers with single precision according
IEEE754 standard is possible, too. The value entered in one of these formats is converted
immediately into the other number formats. After entering the values and leaving the editor with
„OK“, the value of the modifying register is transferred into the register that has been chosen for
modification. The number format of the value transferred is back coloured green. Depending on the
usage of the register as a switch or as a number the preferred format is binary or hexadecimal,
respectively.
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Fig. 7:

By means of this special number editor the values of a selected register can be modified in five different
number representations.

In this way the Mikrocodesimulator can be explored in the exploration mode bit after bit. For
example writing “01000000“ into the Y-bus and Z-bus group of the actual microcode command,
one can trace by pressing the oscillator button how the value of the 32-bit register R1 is loaded into
the Y-register of the ALU and the Z-register value is transferred back to the 32-bit register R1.
During this operation the responsible circuits for the data transfer are highlighted. Setting
additionally the 7-bit value of the ALU function code to binary 6=110b, in each calculate phase the
Y-register is incremented by one and stored in the z-register of the ALU. So a complete getcalculate-put cycle increments the register R1 by one.

Fig. 8:

This microcode instruction in the bottom line of the main window increments the register R1.

All other bits can be investigated similarly as explained above. Several reference tables in the
help file gives a detailed overview about the meaning of each bit of the microcode instruction. In
order to learn the usage of the Mikrocodesimulator, specially prepared example files are discussed
in the following. An example file can be loaded using the menu item „File/Open ...“.
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Microcoding Example #1:
As already mentioned in the previous section, in the exploration mode one single microcode
instruction is executed, namely that which is displayed in upper CPU area. The next exploration
step is now how to get a sequence of 49-bit long microcode instructions to be executed
successively. By loading or creating new micrcocodesimulator files the exploration mode is quit.
Loading “Demo001.ROM” via the menu item „File/Open ...“ all other related files of the type
“Demo001.*” are loaded, too. After files loaded, the complete application is set up. The exploration
mode is now replaced by the microcode simulation mode. Nevertheless, even in that simulation
mode one is able to control the execution step by step by changing individual bits of the microcode
or register values.

Fig. 9:

Initialised Mikrocodesimulator that has loaded the microcoding example “Demo001”.

After “Demo001” has been loaded into the simulator, an initialisation by pressing the reset
button is mandatory. All buttons of the simulator are now enabled, also the ROM button in the
upper left area of the in the CPU device. When pressing this button, the ROM editor opens with the
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content of the microcode memory. In this example, only some microcodes are programmed on the
first eight addresses displayed in rows.

Fig. 10:

Microcode-ROM contents of the microcode editor. Each selected microcode instruction listed in the
ROM table can be modified bit group wise.

After resetting the simulator the first microcode instruction is always that on address 000H. That
implicitly suggests to get the CPU initialized, i.e. e.g. to initialise all 32-bit register of the CPU by
programming a CPU reset sequence of instructions. In this example all registers are set to zero. This
is achieved by generating the constant zero in the ALU in the calculate phase and transferring it into
all eight registers. Since the MCNext command points to the microcode address 004H, this
microcode instruction is being executed next.
The microcode instructions from address 004H to 007H increment the register R1 by one in a 3phase tact. Since the next microcode address is derived from the actual address, the next one is
calculated by incrementation except the address which is calculated at microcode 007H. Here, the
microcode address calculator determines the address 004H as the address for the next microcode
instruction. Overall, one is entering an endless loop.
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Microcoding Example #2:
In the example program “Demo002”, a bit more complex initialisation is executed that sets first
of all registers to 0 and then initializes the stack pointer to 800H. By decrementing the stack register
value by the number of pushed bytes at the end of the external RAM and by incrementing the stack
register value by the number of popped bytes one is able to track the state of stored bytes in the
stack.
At segment 02H the endless incrementation loop of “Demo001” starts. As one can see in the
table of segment descriptions, two segments have been already programmed, namely the “CPUReset” command and the command “INC A”. Since the segment description is also used as the
machine codes’ mnemonic, two machine codes have been defined and implemented simultaneously.
A special editor for machine codes gives a quick overview about segments that are used and those
which are unused. As shown below in this example only the segments 00H ("CPU-Reset") and 01H
("INC A") are in use.

Fig. 11:

Machine code table. This editor gives a quick overview of already used and unused segments in the
microcode ROM.
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Microcoding Example #3:
In the microcoding example “Demo003” the incrementation of the register R1 is done by a
machine code program that is situated at RAM address 000H to 007H. The RAM content can be
viewed in the RAM editor accessible by the menu item “Editors/RAM Editor” or by pressing the
RAM button of the external RAM in the main window.

Fig. 12:

External RAM content of the microcoding example "Demo003". The machine code sequence 02H-02H02H-02H-03H-03H-03H causes a incrementation and decrementation of the register R1 (Accumulator
A).

The machine code sequence 02H-02H-02H-02H-03H-03H-03H on the first addresses of the
16 kB large RAM causes four incrementation steps by “02H” followed by three decrementations by
“03H”. After the last decrementation, the next machine code is “FFH”, which represents a break
point command. After this, the command “00H” is the CPU-reset command that initialises the
program counter and all other registers and the incrementation starts again. Here an incrementation
endless loop has been programmed link in the first examples, but now on a machine code level. The
reason, why this kind of machine code sequence causes an endless loop is discussed next.
The machine codes „CPU-Reset“, „INC A“, and „DEC A“ are placed at the microcode ROM
segments „00H“, „02H“, and „03H“ as shown in the figure below. Additionally one very important
machine code is implemented as well at segment 01H. This machine code is used as command for
loading machine codes from the external RAM. This machine code load command “01H” is called
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„LOAD-INCREMENT-EXECUTE“ command. The microcode sequence of the „LOADINCREMENT-EXECUTE“ command has to:
1. Load the first byte of the external RAM, on which the program counter value of register R0
points at and to interpret that byte as microcode address of the microcode ROM (MCOPx4).
2. Increment the program counter value of register R0 in order to point on to the next machine
code after microcode instruction execution. (Additional incrementations of R0 has to be
programmed for machine codes commands larger than 1 byte)
3. Execute the microcode sequence beginning at MCOPx4. After execution of the microcode
sequence one has to assure that the last microcode address calculation command generates the
address 004H which is the first microcode of the „LOAD-INCREMENT-EXECUTE“
command.
If a „LOAD-INCREMENT-EXECUTE“ command is implemented as shown in this example, the
execution of microcode instructions can be done single stepwise and 3-phase tact wise as well as in
a whole Load-Increment-Execute cycle. One can start that cycle with the oscillator button with the
caption “Load-Inc.-Excecute-Cycle”. Which of the machine codes are performed can be seen in
right below the machine code button in the microcode address calculator component.

Fig. 13:

The machine code editor showing the machine codes of Example3.
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Microcoding Example #4:
In the micrcoding example “Demo006” a machine code program is written that calculates the
factorial of the number entered in register R1. As an example R1 is loaded here by storing a 4 into
R1. After incrementation the machine code program is executed by calling address „00 10H“ with
the command „CALL 00 10“. From address 10H on the factorial actually is calculated. The result is
given in register R2. This register is initialised by 1 since the factorial of 0 is 1. The value of
register R2 is multiplied by R1 and R1 is decremented by one as long as R1>0. If R1=0 the
RETURN command loads the program address from the stack. The next command that will be
executed is the Break-Point command FFH that stops the machine code run. In the following
Fig. 14 the RAM content of example4 is shown.

Fig. 14:

External RAM shows the machine code program that calculates the factorial of a number (here 4) that is
hold in register R1. The result of the calculation is displayed in register R2.

The machine code program is started by pressing the reset button first and then the oscillator
button “Break-Point-Run”. At the end of the simulation, in register R2 the hexadecimal value 18H
(decimal 24) for the factorial of 4 (4!=1*2*3*4=24) is displayed. The simulation stops
automatically, since the 1-byte Break-Point command “FFH” is detected.
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The simulation of the machine code program calculation can be individually delayed or stepwise
executed. In the following a printout of the assembler program of the RAM is listed:

Content of External RAM:
0000H:
0010H:
0020H:
0030H:
0040H:

34H
C0H
05H
00H
00H

03H
00H
79H
00H
00H

5BH
00H
00H
00H
00H

02H
00H
16H
00H
00H

78H
01H
00H
00H
00H

00H
B0H
00H
00H
00H

10H
80H
00H
00H
00H

FFH
00H
00H
00H
00H

00H
00H
00H
00H
00H

00H
00H
00H
00H
00H

00H
01H
00H
00H
00H

00H
42H
00H
00H
00H

00H
00H
00H
00H
00H

00H
1FH
00H
00H
00H

00H
37H
00H
00H
00H

Disassembler Table:
[0000H]=34H:
[0001H]=03H:
[0002H]=5BH:
[0003H]=02H:
[0004H]=78H:
[0005H]=00H:
[0006H]=10H:
[0007H]=FFH:
[0008H]=00H:
[0009H]=00H:
[000AH]=00H:
[000BH]=00H:
[000CH]=00H:
[000DH]=00H:
[000EH]=00H:
[000FH]=00H:
[0010H]=C0H:
[0011H]=00H:
[0012H]=00H:
[0013H]=00H:
[0014H]=01H:
[0015H]=B0H:
[0016H]=80H:
[0017H]=00H:
[0018H]=00H:
[0019H]=00H:
[001AH]=01H:
[001BH]=42H:
[001CH]=00H:
[001DH]=1FH:
[001EH]=37H:
[001FH]=D0H:
[0020H]=05H:
[0021H]=79H:
[0022H]=00H:
[0023H]=16H:
[0024H]=00H:

PUSH n
n
POP A
INC A
CALL nm
n
m
Break-Point, Halt
CPU-Reset
CPU-Reset
CPU-Reset
CPU-Reset
CPU-Reset
CPU-Reset
CPU-Reset
CPU-Reset
MOVB, nmlk
n
m
l
k
MOVAux, A
CMPAux, nmlk
n
m
l
k
JL nm
n
m
RETURN
MULB, Aux
DEC Aux
JP nm
n
m
CPU-Reset
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Installation of Code-Generator MikroBAT 2010
The code generator MikroBAT is a add-on software tool for the Mikrocodesimulator. MikroBAT
is a “Basic Assembler Tool” for MikroSim, which is used to generate binary code out of script files
written in a assembler like language. This software tool in principle requires the same driver and
library files provided by MikroSim setup package. The software can also be installed separately
without the simulator merely for binary code generation. Since the documentation and help system
of MikroBAT is merged into that of MikroSim, it is recommended to install the tool into the same
directory and program group as MikroSim in case of a separate, subsequent installation step. Files
being installed already are updated or integrated by the subsequent installation step. The language
chosen at installation begin or during program usage of MikroBAT or MikroSim is determining and
influencing the start-up language also for the other program. Binary Code filed generated by
MikroBAT by assembling process can only be operated in the Mikrocodesimulator. Files of
MikroSim being used for code generation in MikroBAT need to have the valid rights (signature),
i.e. both software products need to belong to the same licence group. In this case, binary code
exported in MikroBAT into the external RAM file can be saved and used in MikroSim.
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Start and Operation of the Code Generator
The software program MikroBAT represents, as the name indicates, a Basic Assembler Tool,
which enables one to write programs for MikroSim in a assembler like language, which can be
compiled into binary code based on MikroSim’s own defined opcode set and export the code into
the external RAM.
MikroBAT can identify assembler opcodes based on the segment descriptions used as
mnemonics in microcode ROM files. So, such a file must be loaded first via the menu item “Files”.
Together with the ROM file, the RAM content is used as 16kByte binary code storage area. Right
after selection of a microcode ROM file, up to 256 segment descriptions are listed in the OpCode
token list box. Special characters in the segment descriptions like blank “ “, hyphen “-“, and comma
“,”, are replaced by underscore “_”.

Fig. 15

The Code Generator MikroBAT after having successfully compiled the assembler code.

The actual assembler program is stored in a text file having the extension ASM. Files of this type
can be opened also via the menu, but it is also possible to cut and paste assembler code written in a
second editor into the ASM-Editor text box. In this text box, all assembler like code is checked for
binary code generation. The assembler code check is based on a basic three step proof sequence as
follows:
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1. Token Generation and Syntax Check in a so called scanning process.
2. Semantic Check including identifier and grammatical proof
in a so called parsing process.
3. Binary Code Generation for code and data segment
in the compilation process.
Each of these three processing steps a button is dedicated below the ASM editor. When pressing
it, the binary code generation process is executed including preceding processing steps. All three
processing steps, 1, 2, and 3, need to be executed without any error for final code generation. In this
case, following message is displayed:

Fig. 16:

Message about successful code generation after the compilation processes.

However, in case of detected syntactical and semantic errors, or errors during code generation, a
message window appear having some hints for solving the problem generating binary code.
Together with the list boxes containing all identifier and declared Opcode token and identifier, one
can easily determine the compilation error due to wrong assembler code definition.
After having successfully compiled binary code, binary program code and program data is
entered in the list boxes on MikroBAT’s right window side. Each entry of a code segment value is
represented by an address, the OpCode and, if mandatory, its 1,2,3, or 4 byte hexadecimal value as
argument. The entry of data segment value in the data segment list box consist out of an offset
Address, followed by a byte, byte-word, double word item. Code and data can be inserted into the
external RAM by pressing the RAM Export button. Any change in the external RAM must be
saved, if the binary code of the RAM shall be used for simulations in the Mikrocodesimulator tool.
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Instruction and Examples for Code Generation
Hints for Defining Mnemonics and OpCode Descriptions
• Blanks, commas, and hyphens in the segment description used as mnemonics are converted
into underscores. The syntax of identified OpCodes in the token list box finally is controlling
the error free assembler code recognition.
• The syntax is case insensitive. Lower case letter are converted into upper case.
• Suffixes in the segment description, given by the regular expression
[_|#|@][N|NM|NML|NMLK], are interpreted as place holder for byte arguments following the
opcode. Based on this, the opcode is recognised as 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, or 5-byte command, and is
taken into account in the semantic check for code generation.

Rules for Writing Assembler Text Files
Below, all essential features of MikroBAT’s supported Assembler language are listed in keynotes. For simplicity, the correct definition of MikroBAT’s assembler language in terms of
regular expressions and productions in Backus-Naur-Form is set aside. Instead of that, a code
example containing all relevant key elements of a valid Assembler code file is given.
• Comments are allowed, starting with „;“(semicolon) or „’“(apostrophe) and ending at end of
line.
• Constant definition supported by „[Byte|Word|DWord]“.
• Allowed mnemonics and the interpretation of additional byte codes are derived from the
segment name definition.
• Byte arguments of the opcodes can be derived from constant assignments.
• The directive starting with the key word CSEG or DSEG allows the address range reservation
in the compiling process.
• Each data or code segment gets an address range assignment having a start and an end
segment. The segment boarder must not overlap each other, and need to have the size to
include the assembler and data definitions. The segment definition ends with ENDCS or
ENDDS, respectively.
• Label can be used as address maker and referenced to.
• Arguments of opcodes are constants either assigned by hexadecimals or identifiers.
• Data definition in data segment introduced with key word „DB, DW, DD“. Identifier is
recognised as address pointer. DB allows also string definitions as “text”.
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Assembler Programming Example
DispBuf WORD 0078H
CSEG (0000H, 003FH)
LIDP 005CH ;for permanent DMA-Rd @ Dev 2
LIA 02H
STD

;Set perm. DMAr

NOPW
NOPW
LIDP 005DH
LIA 02H
STD

;Set perm. DMAr

NOPW
NOPW
JP CodeStart
ENDCS
CSEG (0100H, 1FFFH)
CodeStart:

LII 03H
LIDP DispBuf ;Display-Buffer
LIA FFH ;Set all Bits in A to 1
FILD ;Set All Bits to 1
LII 03H
LIDP DispBuf
LIA 00H ;Set all Bits in A to 0
FILD ;Reset all Bits to 0
BREAKPOINT
CPURESET

ENDCS
DSEG (0040H, 00BFH)
ENDDS
DSEG (00C0H, 00FFH)
Text DB „Hallo Welt!“
vByte DB FCH
vWord DW CAFEH
vDWord DD CAFEF00DH
ENDDS
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Hints and Advices in Case of Installation Problems
Although the simulator is delivered in a thorough tested setup and installation package, some
problems could arise during the installation procedure and configuration on specially configured
systems. The simulator can be installed and operated on Windows 2000, XP, Vista, and 7. Even
though no installation problems arise, on or the other question may emerge during usage. In the
following answers, hints and advices are given for know problems and questions. In case you can
not solve a problem or get no answer to your question, please do not hesitate to contact 0/1Simware directly via info@mikrocodesimulator.de.

Installation Setup Package is corrupted
During download of the 20 MByte huge installation package, it might happen that data get lost
or the file gets damaged. In this case the file’s checksum is not correct and the installation attempt
is stopped after unsuccessful checksum proof with an error message. In this case please try to
download the software a second time from another web access or at another time. For distribution
of the setup package it is recommended to hand out copies on a CD-ROM or memory stick.

Runtime-Error with MikroSim.OCX
This error message appears right after starting MikroSim having quit the entrance window form
and try to activate the main window and the file MikroSim.ocx can not be found., is not registered
or have not the correct revision expected by MikroSim. In the install package the fitting OCX file is
attached, but it might happen at installation and deinstallation process, that the file is not replaced,
can not be registered due to missing rights etc. and due to this not compatible with MikroSim. In
this case it is recommended to search manually for this file. Normally, this file is place in the
installation procedure automatically in the directory „C:/windows/system32“. However, in case the
setup is interrupted or fails, but the file is available, you can try to register the driver manually with
„regserv32.exe“ tool via the command line., or you copy the OCX file into the application directory
directly.

Fig. 17:

Runtime Error “339” in case the file MikroSim.OCX is not registered correctly.
(Here in German, on an English Windows installation, the appearance is similar.)
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PLF File not being Found
In general, MikroSim is only checking the application directory (i.e. the directory of
MikroSim.exe) for a valid PLF file. In case this file is not being found, and no removable device is
plugged on which root directory a PLF is expected in case of a distributable single-user licence, the
message “PLF not existing” is given as shown in bellows window at start-up. The software can still
be used in demo version mode.

Fig. 18:

In case no PLF file is deteced, MikroSim can still be started and operated as demo version.

When trying to activate the demo version on a 10 day trial periode, please be sure, that you are
not the without admin rights or only local adimin rights. Without local admin rights it is not
possible to generate a valid PLF, that is going to be saved in the application directory. The valid
PLF is generated but not stored due to missing admin rights. However, the registration is forwarded
onto the licence server. A second try to generate a licence file is not possible any more, since the
software reports that a valid PLF has been already generated and is still in use.
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Test Version is Expired
MikroSim can be activated for unlimited tests as 10 day trial version. For this, the software is
provided with the possibility to self generate a temporarily limited PLF file without complicated
registration procedure. If the test time has been expired, in the entry window a information is shown
up indicating the expiry. Before test time exceeding, the user is informed about the number of days
remaining for testing purpose. At any time during the test period the program can generate a PLF
with the system information and user data for product key generation, which needs to get completed
by submission in the single licence ordering process. In case the licence is expired, the program still
can be used in the demo version mode.

Fig. 19:

Entry window with notice about expired test time for unlimited tests. The program, however, still can be
started in demo version mode.

E.g., you have tested MikroSim and have aquired a Dongle licence after the evaluation, you have
to search for the licence file „MikroSim.plf“ and delete it. On the OS Windows Vista (64Bit) this
file is located under „C:\Users\Username\AppData\Local\VirtualStore\Program Files
(x86)\Mikrocodesimulator MikroSim 2010/”. To find this file, it might be helpful to change the
file settings to unhide the directory and files. This can be achieved by the regular program settings
within the Explorer.
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Internet-Time not Available
The simulator can be operated with a so called multi-user licence or as 10 day trial version. For
checking the temporal limited validity of the usage period, an Internet connection need to be
estastablished at program start. At each start-up, the Internet connection is used to get access to the
licence server and to the time server. In case no connection is established for licence proof,
MikroSim still can be used in demo version mode.

Fig. 20:

If no internet connection to the licence server and time server is possible at program start for licence
proof of multi-user and trial version licences, MikroSim can be operated only in demo version mode.

USB-Stick Licence (Dongle) not being Recognized
If you have a valid distributable single-user licence on a USB memory stick, you can operate
MikroSim as unlimited version. For this the USB stick must be recognized and providing a valid
PLF file related to the memory stick. In case, you have a licence which has expired (e.g. 10 day test
version or multiuser licence), and is still located in the application directory, you have to delete the
expired PLF first. If no PLF is found in the application directory, on all removable device’s root
directory the PLF file search is continued. Any found PLF is checked for validity related to the
removable memory device identification. If you have tested MikroSim and aquired some time later
a Dongle licence after the evaluation, you have to search for the licence file „MikroSim.plf“ and
delete it. On the OS Windows Vista (64Bit) this file is located under
„C:\Users\Username\AppData\Local\VirtualStore\Program Files (x86)\Mikrocodesimulator
MikroSim 2010/”. To find this file, it might be helpful to change the file settings to unhide the
directory and files. This can be achieved by the regular program settings within the Explorer.
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System Time not Synchronized
This message appears when trying to self-register MikroSim as 10 day trial version and no
internet connection to the time server and licence server is established to control the registration
process., or in case the system time on your system is differing by more than 15 minutes from the
local internet time.

Fig. 21:

System time not synchronized: This message indicates a failure during time proof against local internet
time.

In this case please check, if on your system time and date are not differing more than 15 minutes
from the local time zone. If the time is apparently synchronized and this message still arises, please
check if the computer is connected to the internet. In case you are using a fire-wall or a Internet
security software tool, you have to check whether the application MikroSim can connect to the
internet and not being intentionally refused.

Fig. 22:

This form is accessed via the system control of „Date uad time“ or by double click onto the clock in the
status bar. Here you can check if the internet time server is reachable and the service has not been
deactivated.. (Above figure is captured from German OS, on an English Windows installation, the
appearance is similar.)

Finally, please check if the internet time server is available. The connection to it is established in
the setup window for setting date and time. In there, on one tab you can use to connect mannually
to the internet time server used from the operating system. If it is is possible to synchronise your
time via this service, MikroSim can also check the synchronized time set.
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Test Version not Activated
Via the menue item „Product Registration“ MikroSim can be activated a 10 day trial version. For
this, the computer must be connected and synchronised with the internet and time server. The
automized self registration is possible if no PLF file is detected in the application directory. The
button named „Start 10 Day Product Activation” is enabled. After having carried out successfully
the self register process, a valid PLF file is stored in the application directory, and the button named
„Start 10 Day Product Activation” is disabled.

Fig. 23:

Form used for product activation. Via the button “Generate PLF“ a inactive product licence file can be
generated, which contains a pesonalized product ID. The inactive PLF is activated by submission in the
licencing process at product order. A 10 day product activation for trial purpose is possible by pressing
the second button from left if enabled and no licence already in use.

If there has been already an activation of the demo version of MikroSim registrated on the
licence server under www.mikrocodesimulator.de, the registration process is stopped with belows
message box:

Fig. 24:

Test version could not get enabled.
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Licence Key not Valid
This message appears if you are using a RAM or a ROM file in MikroSim generated from
someone else being not a member of your licence group. Generally, licence holder can only share
and use the provided demo files provided in the installation package, and their own generated files.
Due to this, it is important for the licensees, that like to share their simulation files among each
other, have a valid licence files belonging to the same licence group, i.e. have the same name and
institution in the licence file. Only in this case, all member can load, modify and save their own
developed microcode examples.

Fig. 25:

Licence key not valid.

Restrictions in the Demo Version Mode
In demo version mode some functionalities are not enabled. These restrictions are indicated by a
message window when trying to use them. In case of a valid licence or using an unexpired trial
version, of course these limitations are derestricted.

Fig. 26:

Message window indicating a restriction due to demo version mode operation of MikroSim.
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Runtime-Error 13: Type Mismatch
MikroSim has been developted and tested under a German development environment and
language settings of the operating system. Under operation with different region- or language
options, the operation of the program can cause runtime errors due to type conversion problems,
especially fort he date format used in MikroSim. This fail already comes up at program
initialisation during startup.

Fig. 27:

Runtime Error due to type conversion problems, especially with the date format.

This error can be overcome by selecting the Germany settings for Region and language settings,
settable in the control panel. The critical setting known so far is the date format „TT.MM.JJJJ“.This
issue is fixed with program update rev 3.0.11/1.0.4 or newer.

Fig. 28:

Runtime Error due to type conversion problems can be solved by selecting the German region and
language settings in the control panel.
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